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Introduction

1. In conformity with the requirement of article 9, paragraph 1, of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the People's Republic of China submits to the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination its fifth, sixth and seventh periodic reports on the implementation of the Convention.

2. The main contents of its periodic reports deal with China's progress between 1990 and 1995 in the implementation of the Convention. The relevant information includes the country report submitted by China to the United Nations in 1992 (HRI/CORE/1/Add.21) as well as China's four previous reports on its implementation of the Convention. It should be mentioned that where the data in the previous reports differ from those provided here, the information in the present report shall be taken to be correct.

3. The present report follows the general guidelines regarding the form and contents of the reports to be submitted by States parties as adopted and revised by the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD/C/70/Rev.3).

I. GENERAL

4. According to the fourth nationwide census of 1990, the population of the mainland of China is 1,133,680,000. Besides the Han, there are 55 minority nationalities with a combined population of 91.2 million, or 8.04 per cent of the total.

5. The minority peoples of China concentrate in five autonomous regions - Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, Xinjiang, Tibet and Guangxi - and three provinces - Qinghai, Yunnan and Guizhou. In addition, there are also a small number of minorities living in three other provinces - Gansu, Sichuan and Hainan. At present, minority nationalities who enjoy autonomous rights in accordance with the Constitution of China have established 156 autonomous areas at different administrative levels, including 5 autonomous regions, 30 autonomous districts and 121 autonomous counties or banners.

6. About a fourth of the total minority population, some 20 million, lives outside the autonomous areas in scattered communities.

II. INFORMATION IN RELATION TO ARTICLES 2 TO 7

7. The Government of China, endorsing these basic norms of the international community against racial discrimination and committed to mankind's progressive endeavour to protect human rights, has actively responded to all United Nations activities to combat racial discrimination.

8. Since China became a signatory State, much has been done inside the country to give effect to the Convention. The result has been remarkable. By describing the legislative, administrative, judicial and other measures it has taken in nationality affairs as well as their social impact, China hopes to highlight the idea and the goal of this United Nations endeavour and to concretize the universal struggle against racial discrimination.
Article 2

9. The Chinese Government has always insisted on equality among China's nationalities. It opposes discrimination or oppression against any people. It promotes ethnic solidarity, mutual aid and common prosperity. It gives priority and preferential treatment to developing the economic and social enterprises of minorities.

10. The laws and other regulatory instruments promulgated by the Government of China in recent years, in so far as they bear on nationality affairs, have incorporated the essence of the Convention. The Basic Law of the Special Administrative District of Macau adopted by the Eighth National People's Congress on 31 March 1993 is a good example of China's commitment to the principles of the Convention. Thus, article 25 of the Basic Law stipulates: "All residents of Macau are equal; no one shall be discriminated against on the grounds of nationality, origin, race, sex, language, religion, political or ideological belief, educational level, financial situation or social background."

11. Article 17 of the Civil Procedure Law adopted by the National People's Congress on 9 April 1991 stipulates: "The people's congress of a national autonomous area may, by adapting the principles of the Constitution and of this Law to local ethnic conditions, enact modified or supplementary rules."

12. Article 23 of the State Budget Administrative Regulations entering into effect on 1 January 1992 stipulates that the revenues and outlays of a national autonomous area shall be arranged and the management of its finances mandated in accordance with the provisions of the Regional National Autonomy Law; where there is no provision by the Regional National Autonomy Law, the State Budget Administrative Regulations and the relevant State financial administrative rules shall apply.

13. Article 6 of the Tobacco Monopoly Law entering into effect on 1 January 1992 stipulates: "State monopoly of tobacco in national autonomous areas shall, in conformity with the provisions of this Law and the relevant regional national autonomy laws, take into consideration the interests of the national autonomous areas and give preferential treatment to their tobacco growers and manufacturers."

14. The National People's Congress adopted on 3 April 1992 the Delegate Law of the National People's Congress and of Local People's Congresses at Various Levels, article 38 of which stipulates: "In exercising their functions, delegates of minority nationalities shall be provided with necessary assistance and given special consideration in terms of language and daily habit by the departments concerned."

15. With the improvement of a legal system for China's nationalities, the autonomy rights of the national autonomous areas have acquired universal observance and protection. Thus, article 53 of the Law on the Protection of Women's Rights and Interests passed by the National People's Congress on 3 April 1992 stipulates: "The people's congress of a national autonomous area may, by adapting the principles of this Law to local conditions, enact modified or supplementary rules."
16. Article 20 of the Adoption Law passed by the National People's Congress on 29 December 1991 stipulates that foreigners may adopt children in China in accordance with this Law. Article 31 stipulates: "The people's congress of a national autonomous area and its standing committee may, by adapting the principles of this Law to local conditions, enact modified or supplementary rules."

17. The Regional National Autonomy Law is the principal law by which China regulates its ethnic relations. In December 1991, the State Council issued a Notification on Several Questions Concerning the Implementation of the Regional National Autonomy Law. This is one more major measure taken by the Government of China since the promulgation of the Regional National Autonomy Law to promote the full development of political, economic, cultural and social welfare enterprises in the minority areas.

18. In political terms, the Notification stipulates that minority cadres shall receive special attention and care. In a national autonomous area, the upper echelons of the people's Government and its subsidiary departments shall be staffed with minority cadres in positions of authority. In filling the annual staffing quota based on natural attrition, vacancies and projected post availability, priority shall be given to recruiting minority personnel. Schools and colleges shall give a sufficient number of courses on ethnic studies and minority policies. Problems affecting the relations between ethnic groups shall be promptly and properly addressed. Incidents which undermine ethnic solidarity shall be severely dealt with in accordance with the law.

19. In the economic domain, the Notification stipulates that the State shall appropriately increase its input into national autonomous areas on the basis of economic planning and the need for resources. In the 1991 to 1995 period, the total amount of fixed investment should be higher than before. Conditions being equal, priority should be given to channelling large and medium construction projects to minority areas. Local governments at all levels shall proportionately increase their investment in areas of minority concentration under their jurisdiction. Special measures and preferential policies of the State already in force in minority areas shall be kept unchanged. Annual appropriation from central finances for the Development Assistance Fund for Underdeveloped Areas, some 800 million yuan before 1990, shall be increased by 60 million yuan per year. Enterprises operating in national autonomous areas shall try their best to recruit minority personnel. Any enterprise suited to be run by minority personnel shall be decentralized and given over to local management. Other enterprises also shall enjoy tax breaks not available in non-autonomous areas and can retain a larger portion of their products for discretionary distribution. More community-to-community assistance should be given by economically developed areas to minority areas. Provinces and municipalities that are economically developed should select as counterparts one or two autonomous regions and provinces with large minority populations, sign agreements or contracts with them to transfer experience and technology and offer assistance in human, financial and material resources, thereby helping to speed up the development of minority areas in the domains of economy, culture, education, science and technology, health care, etc. The State Council should arrange for minority areas to accept more projects funded
by overseas loans and grants-in-aid. Bank credit to minority areas in capital assets and capital flows shall be commensurate with their level of development but assessed in preferential terms.

20. Concerning cultural matters, the Notification stipulates that strong measures shall be taken to help national autonomous areas run their schools. Schools programmes in these areas should be adapted to local production and ethnic lifestyle. More scholarships shall be available to minority students. Institutions of higher learning and professional schools shall continue to set more liberal admission standards for minority applicants. Among candidates with the same qualifications, those of minority origin shall be admitted first. Ethnic communities in remote border areas shall be identified for student recruitment and quota allotment. The State shall provide more funding for special educational grants for minority students. The State shall take measures to assist minority areas to develop their culture, health care and sports. Minority areas should have access to better information. In particular, they should be provided with more newspapers and books in ethnic languages. The splendid cultural heritage of minorities should be protected, enriched and propagated. National autonomous areas should receive more trained medical personnel. Traditional medicine of ethnic peoples should be preserved and developed. To improve their physical condition, encouragement should be given to organizing popular athletic events, including the traditional sports of minorities. Minority areas should receive assistance to broaden their scientific and technological capacities. Scientific training should be popularized. The impact of science should be explored. The fruits of new technology should be spread to minority areas. New industries should be launched.

21. Concerning social welfare, the Notification stipulates that more State assistance should flow towards poverty areas of minority concentration. With the growth of the economy, more funds should be earmarked to provide basic necessities to poor minority areas.

22. In its 1991-1995 National Economy Development Scheme, the Government of China has made special provisions for the economic development of minority areas. It requires that "the comparative advantages of minority areas be fully realized. The exploration of resources in these areas should be coupled with socio-economic development, thereby enabling them gradually to shed their backwardness, catch up with the rest of the country and share the general prosperity with all other peoples. The Regional National Autonomy Law and the preferential policy towards minority areas shall be conscientiously implemented to force a faster pace of economic and cultural development."

23. To expand production in farming, forestry and husbandry, the Scheme urges the creation of more "stable-yield and high-yield fields". More communities should become self-sufficient in food. The steppes and grazing grounds are to be more carefully managed. Existing grassland resources must be protected. A solution has to be found for the critical problem of drinking water for humans and animals in pastoral areas. The ecology of agriculture and husbandry must be gradually upgraded. The Great Bend of the Yellow River in Inner Mongolia and Ningxia shall continue to be built up into a granary for commodity foods. The Three River Basin of Tibet shall be developed.
Sugar beet shall be grown in Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang and Ningxia, cane sugar in Guangxi and Yunnan, cotton in Xinjiang, tropical cash crops in Hainan, Guangxi and Yunnan.

24. Concerning transportation and telecommunication, the Scheme gives priority to upgrading the rail lines from Lanzhou to Xinjiang, in south Xinjiang and from Xining to Golmud and to constructing new rails between Nanning and Kunming and Jining and Tonghua. At the same time, the Scheme calls for more rapid development of highways and air links to complete the regional transportation network.

25. In the energy and mining sectors, the Scheme proposes to give impetus to the development of minority area economies by exploiting the coal of Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, Xinjiang and Guise, the oil of Xinjiang, the hydroelectric resources and non-ferrous metals of the upper Yellow River, the Woo River basin, the Red River basin and the Launching River basin, the phosphorous of Yunnan and the solvate of Qinghai.

26. The Scheme also emphasizes processing industries which possess local advantage and character. The production of goods for ethnic use should be encouraged. Minority trade should receive preferential treatment. Meanwhile, the construction of border trading ports should be hastened to develop actively foreign trade and cross-border trade.

27. In the domains of science, education, culture, health care and sports, the Scheme envisions universal primary education. It advocates more adult education and vocational training, more pilot projects in science and technology, access to broadcasting and television coverage, formation of minority cadres and intellectuals, research in ethnic medicine, improvement of mass health care.

28. In 1991, the National People's Congress ratified the Ten Year Plan on National Economic and Social Development proposed by the State Council. The emphasis is on the "building up and development of socialist ethnic relations based on equality, mutual assistance, solidarity, cooperation and common prosperity". Regional national autonomy shall be maintained and elaborated. Discrimination and oppression of minorities shall be opposed. Ethnic separatism shall be opposed. The comparative advantages of minority areas shall be fully realized. The exploration of resources in these areas shall be coupled with socioeconomic development, thereby enabling them gradually to shed their relative backwardness and catch up with the rest of the country.

29. In March 1993, the Eighth National People's Congress adopted the Government's Working Report. In it, the Government declares that it will take forceful measures to continue its preferential policies for minority areas. For this purpose, it will increase input, make work substitute for welfare, exchange know-how, rely on science and technology to solve the problem of poverty, encourage mutual aid between communities.

30. On 26 March 1993, the State Council approved the Elements of Economic Institutional Reform for 1993 proposed by the Commission of Economic Institutional Reform. The Elements emphasize study of "what concrete policies can open up and accelerate the reform process in interior, border and minority
autonomous areas. By trying different types of pilot projects, each with its
own characteristics, ways and means can actively be explored to introduce
reform into the interior and into minority areas."

31. To satisfy special daily necessities of minority communities, the State
Council authorized on 25 March 1991 the Comments on How to Intensify Ethnic
Trade and Manufacture More Goods for Ethnic Use offered by the National
Commission on Minority Affairs. According to these Comments, there are
412 "ethnic trading counties" in China, comprising 2,100 enterprises of some
dozen categories producing special goods for the use of minority communities.
In 1989, the total sales from these "ethnic trading counties" was
32.1 billion yuan, of which the production of special ethnic goods accounted
for 2.5 billion yuan, respectively increasing by 167 per cent and 230 per cent
over 1980. The Comments propose to keep the soft credit lines open to the
minority enterprises in these counties. For this purpose, between 1992
and 1994, it was arranged to provide 40 million yuan in low-interest loans to
build up their base network and to modernize their technology.

32. Between 1990 and 1993, the total industrial and agricultural output of
all national autonomous areas increased by 43.3 per cent, of which
agricultural output increased by 19.8 per cent and industrial output by
61.3 per cent. Life has visibly improved. The average annual salary of an
employee in an autonomous area has increased from 2,040 yuan to 3,074 yuan.
The average annual net income of a farmer or herdsman has increased from
546 yuan to 696 yuan.

33. China's minority regions are also increasingly open to foreign trade.
In 1992, the State Council authorized the following border cities to be open
trading cities: Huichun of Jilin province; Manzhouli of the Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region; Nanning, Pingxiang and Dongxing of the Guangxi Zhuang
Autonomous Region; Kunming, Wanding, Ruili and Hekou of Yunnan province. In
addition, it has applied to the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region the same
eight preferential policy rules as enjoyed by the coastal provinces.

34. Since March 1990, China has promulgated over 20 new autonomy regulations
as well as a series of special ordinances in areas with concentrated minority
settlements.

35. The legislation of national autonomous areas is constantly being
reinforced. As of October 1995, China's national autonomous areas at
different levels have enacted over 120 autonomy regulations and over
160 special ordinances. They govern a wide range of matters in 15 general
domains - election, marriage, inheritance, ethnic culture, education and
language, birth control, protection of minors, prohibition against narcotics,
exploration of resources, conservation and management of soil, grassland,
forests, rivers and lakes, and alleviation of the financial burden of farmers.
Nine provinces with national autonomous areas under their jurisdiction have
also promulgated regulations to implement the Regional National Autonomy Law.

36. China's local laws and regulations, by setting standards, have had an
important impact on the development of minority areas. Take Inner Mongolia as
an example. In recent years, the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region has
elaborated 37 local laws and regulations, 295 governmental ordinances and
over 30 special preferential policy rules. These have prepared the ground for a take-off in minority economy and culture. From 1980 to 1993, the total industrial and agricultural output of Inner Mongolia increased from 6.5 billion to 57.9 billion yuan. The average yearly income of a farmer or a herdsman is now 829 yuan.

37. The people's central Government continues to give special consideration to the Tibet Autonomous Region. Between 1965 and 1994, the 30-year aggregate direct investment by the central Government in Tibet was 9.79 billion yuan. In addition, it gave a total of 21.2 billion yuan in financial assistance. To effect accelerated growth, it was decided at the Third Working Seminar on Tibet, held in Beijing in July 1994, to invest over 2.3 billion yuan to launch 62 major projects in Tibet. As of now, with over 40 of these projects completed and the rest in progress, the actual investment has already risen to over 3.3 billion yuan. Thus, in recent years, the economy of Tibet has been growing at a healthy pace. In 1994, the GNP for Tibet was 4.3 billion yuan, an increase of 37.7 per cent over 1989. Its revenue was 142 million yuan, nine times over that of 1989.

38. Local governments also pay attention to the development of the national autonomous areas under their jurisdiction. For example, the province of Gansu has two autonomous districts and seven autonomous counties. Starting in 1991, the province has taken upon itself to provide a yearly subsidy of 3 million yuan to each district and 500,000 yuan to each county. The increase in input to these areas has been 150 million yuan in five years.

39. The Government of China attaches great importance to protecting the rights of the scattered minority communities and preserving their customs. In addition to the two standing ordinances - the Decision on Safeguarding the Equal National Rights of All Scattered Minority Ethnic Elements and the Directive on Some Questions Concerning the Establishment of Ethnic Townships - the National Commission on Minority Affairs also promulgated in November 1993, as authorized by the State Council, the Regulations for Ethnic Township Administrative Work and the Regulations for Urban Ethnic Work, thereby providing further safeguards for the rights of minorities living in scattered settlements.

40. After more than five years spent on drafting and revision, the Law to Safeguard the Equal Rights of Minorities in Scattered Communities was adopted in principle by the twenty-second session of the Nationality Committee of the National People's Congress in December 1991, thus passing on to a more advanced legislative stage.

41. In addition, the people's governments at different levels have committed more than 1 billion yuan over the years on the various enterprises of multi-ethnic communities.

Article 3

42. China opposes and severely condemns racial segregation and apartheid. China has no law, no policy with any tint of racial segregation and apartheid. China prohibits any propaganda and behaviour of this nature. Article 4 of China's Constitution stipulates: "Any act which undermines the unity of the
nationalities or instigates division is prohibited". Article 9 of the Law on Regional National Autonomy likewise stipulates: "Any act which undermines the unity of the nationalities or instigates division shall also be prohibited" by "competent State organs and the organs of self-government of national autonomous areas".

43. During every session of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, the Chinese delegation has spoken up to support the activities of the Decades for Action to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination and to oppose all forms of racism, racial discrimination, racial superiority and intolerance.

44. As a signatory State of the International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid, China has always adhered to the policy of no engagement in any diplomatic or consular, political or cultural relations with any Government politically involved in racial discrimination.

45. On 22 March 1990, when Namibia celebrated its independence and the formal conclusion of a nefarious rule of colonialism and racism, the Government of China sent a vice-premier as a special envoy to convey its sincere congratulations to the new nation. On that very day, Namibia and China established diplomatic relations, opening up an era of flourishing mutual exchanges.

46. After 69 per cent of the white citizens voted on 27 February 1992 to abolish apartheid in favour of a peaceful resolution of South Africa's problems through negotiations, the spokesman of China's Foreign Ministry on 19 March expressed appreciation at the correct choice made by the vast majority of South African whites on this momentous question on which hinged the future of the nation, adding: "With the abolishment of apartheid in South Africa, the Government of China will normalize its relations with South Africa on the basis of the five principles of peaceful coexistence." Since then, trade relations between the two countries have flourished and exchanges of visits have greatly increased.

Article 4

47. China's Constitution stipulates: "All nationalities ... are equal" and "Discrimination against and oppression of any nationality are prohibited". Article 8 of the Trade Mark Law stipulates: "No trade mark may use words or designs showing discrimination against any nationality."

48. In June 1994, seven departments, including the National Commission on Minority Affairs and the Ministry of Culture, jointly issued a Notification Concerning the Prohibition Against Contents in News Publications and Literary Works That Undermine the Unity of Nationalities, banning any image in news media damaging to the interests of minorities.

49. China bans any domestic organization that propagates racial discrimination or the superiority of any people. Whenever ethnic discrimination appears, it is severely dealt with in a timely fashion by the Government.
50. For example, in July 1992, when a "Darkie" or "Darlie" brand of toothpaste appeared on the market with a black head as its trade mark, China's Industry and Commerce Administrative Office and the Ministry of Commerce promptly issued a note that the words and the design constituted racial discrimination against black people. The note points out that as they seriously violated articles 8 and 34 of China's Trade Mark Law, that brand of toothpaste was not to be sold by any shop or individual, or the seller would risk legal prosecution. The ban was scrupulously observed.

51. Another example: the Sichuan Art Press reprinted a comic strip originally published in Taiwan called Turn Your Mind Around. Volume 10 of the series contained pictures and texts insulting to ethnic and religious sensibilities, which unleashed strong dissatisfaction from minority groups. The State News and Publications Bureau promptly prohibited the book from being circulated. The case was tried by the Chengdu Municipal Intermediate People's Court of Sichuan province on charges brought by minority groups. The people responsible were found guilty of dereliction of duty and sentenced to five, three and two years of imprisonment respectively.

52. In early 1995 some newspapers carried a by-lined article which outraged ethnic and religious sensibilities. The newspapers concerned were ordered to suspend publication; the persons responsible were variously punished, either transferred, demoted or dismissed.

Article 5

53. Article 33 of the Constitution stipulates that all citizens are equal before the law.

54. Article 8 of the General Principles of Civil Law stipulates that its provisions on citizenry — on civil rights capacities, civil acts capacities, guardianship, etc. — also apply to foreigners and stateless persons inside Chinese territory, unless the law provides otherwise.

55. Chapter II of the Constitution, entitled "The Fundamental Rights and Duties of Citizens", and other special laws have laid down provisions and put up safeguards concerning the political, civil, economic, social and cultural rights of citizens. The four previous reports by China may be consulted for specific details.

56. Article 3 of the Trade Union Law adopted on 3 April 1992 by the National People's Congress stipulates: "All physical and mental workers of enterprises or administrative units or organs in Chinese territory who depend on income from wages as their principal source of livelihood have the right to join or organize a trade union in accordance with the law regardless of nationality, race, sex, profession, religious belief or educational level."

57. The particular individual rights of China's minority citizens are accorded further protection. Article 11 of the Civil Procedure Law promulgated on 9 April 1991 stipulates: "The citizen of any nationality has the right to undertake civil action in the spoken and written language common to that nationality. "The people's court in an area of minority concentration or in a multi-ethnic area shall handle and issue legal documents..."
in the spoken and written language commonly used by the people of that area."

"A party to a lawsuit who does not understand the spoken or written language
commonly used by the local people shall be provided with an interpreter by the
people's court."

58. Of the 2,977 delegates attending the first session of the Eighth
National People's Congress in March 1993, there were 433 representatives from
55 minority nationalities, i.e. 14.5 per cent of the total. Among the
19 chairmen and vice-chairmen of committees, 4 (over 21 per cent) were persons
of minority origin. The Standing Committee, consisting of 134 members,
had 25 minority representatives (18.7 per cent).

59. When the eighth session of China's People's Consultative Conference met
in 1993, a total of 2,093 delegates attended. Again, 55 minority
nationalities had sent their own representatives, numbering 241. These,
plus 3 delegates who were foreign nationals, accounted for 11.5 per cent
of the total. Among the 26 chairmen and vice-chairmen of committees,
4 (11.5 per cent) were of minority origin; among the 288 members of the
Standing Committee, 42 (14.6 per cent) were of minority origin.

60. According to statistics, as of 1993, over 2.2 million officials of
various levels in the whole country were of minority origin, as compared with
a mere 10,000 in 1949. At the provincial/ministry level, 10.5 per cent of the
officials were of minority origin; at the district/department level, the
percentage was 7.9 per cent; at the county/office level, the percentage was
7.6 per cent.

61. In national autonomous areas, the proportion of minority officials has
been rising. In early 1995, the Tibet Autonomous Region had 44,271 officials
of minority origin, accounting for 72.1 per cent of the total. This broke
down to 72 per cent at the level of the autonomous region, 86.1 per cent at
the district/special area level, 61.2 per cent at the county level. All
the administrative heads of districts, municipalities and counties were
Tibetans; 80 per cent of the Party organizations in 7 districts/municipalities
and 76 counties were headed by Tibetans.

62. In 1995, the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region had over 270,000 officials
of minority origin, or 48.1 per cent of the total number of local officials.
Of the 10 chairman and vice-chairmen of the standing committee of the regional
people's congress, 9 chairman and vice-chairmen of the regional government, 14 chairman and vice-chairmen of the regional political
consultative conference, respectively 7, 5 and 9 were of minority origin.
The chief justices and procurators of the autonomous region, districts and
municipalities were all assumed by minority persons.

63. In the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, where minorities accounted
for 19.38 per cent of the population, 23 per cent of the total number of local
officials were of minority origin, breaking down to 51 per cent at the
regional level, 50 per cent at the office/bureau level, and 50.77 per cent in
the regional people's congress.

64. The same rapid increase of minority officials is evident throughout the
nation. The interior province of Hunan, for example, had over 8,500 minority
officials under appointment and over 6,100 candidates in training in 1992. Among the latter, over 330 received university degrees and 1,340 received professional diplomas.

65. The Government of China puts great emphasis on the training and promotion of a growing corps of minority women cadres. Take Tibet as an example. At the end of 1989, women accounted for 30 per cent of all the officials in Tibet. Among them, 57.4 per cent were of minority origin. Before 1959, no woman ever served as an official.

66. Greatly in disproportion to their population, more and more leadership positions are taken by talented individuals from the minorities of China. Even in the military, minority ethnic officers are increasing in number. Under the Xinjiang Military Command, for example, where middle and higher ranking minority officers are sent in turn to receive training in higher institutions, 35 per cent of the minority officers have undergone further advanced training, while 50 per cent have acquired a university or professional degree. At the army or division level, there are over 100 minority officers, including the youngest general in all the armed forces, who is a Uighur. The Xinjiang Military Command has laid down special guidelines in a policy document entitled Ideas on How to Strengthen the Ranks of Minority Cadres.

67. Much attention is also given to the formation of intellectuals, technical professionals and managers from minority peoples. The five minority autonomous regions among them boast some 1.7 million skilled workers. In 1995, 47.21 per cent of the technical professionals in the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, over 180,000 in number, were of minority origin. In Tibet, that ratio attained 73.3 per cent.

68. As one of the provinces with a high concentration of minority communities, Yunnan has actively sought to stimulate science and technology in minority areas through legislative means. As a first concrete measure in this endeavour, it adopted in March 1993 the Regulations to Promote Scientific and Technological Advancement in the National Autonomous Areas of Yunnan, specifically providing for push and input in this particular domain. As of 1992, Yunnan had 115,000 minority technical professionals, or 22.24 per cent of the total. In the last 10 years, the national autonomous areas of Yunnan claimed 238 science and technology awards given by the province.

69. The Government of China protects the religious beliefs of minorities and respects their traditional faiths and rituals. On 28 January 1989, the tenth Panchen Erdini of Tibetan Buddhism passed away in Xigaze, Tibet. Two days later, the State Council adopted a decision on the question of the Panchen Lama's reincarnation and made it public. From then until 1995, the group appointed to search for the reincarnated soul boy made good headway in carrying out its mission following the prescribed rites and procedure. On 14 May 1995, the Dalai Lama abruptly jumped the gun by announcing from abroad his own "reincarnated child" in disregard of established rules. Unperturbed by this blatant attempt at interference, the Tibetan Buddhist leaders nevertheless settled on three candidates for the reincarnated soul boy of the tenth Panchen Lama. In strict adherence to historically established rituals, the ceremony of lot-drawing from the Golden Urn took
place on 29 November 1995 in front of the statue of the Lord Buddha Sakyamuni in the Jokang Monastery in Lhasa, presided over by a special envoy from the State Council. The boy thus selected turned out to be Gyaltsen Norbu, who was acknowledged to be the reincarnated Panchen Erdini. On 8 December, the State Council once again sent a special envoy to preside and watch over the enthronement ceremony of the eleventh Panchen Lama, to pronounce from the Golden Book and to confer on him the great Golden Seal. The search for and the identification of the reincarnated Panchen Lama, lasting six years, had at last come to a satisfactory conclusion.

70. The passing away of the sixteenth Living Buddha of the Karma Kargyupa Sect of Tibetan Buddhism also initiated a ritualistic search by the monks of the Vbrug Dgon Monastery for his reincarnated child. When the child was finally found, he was formally acknowledged on 27 June 1992 by the central Government in accordance with the historically established tradition. A special envoy was sent to attend his enthronement ceremony on 27 September that year as the seventeenth Karmapa Living Buddha. In October 1994, the Karmapa Living Buddha, expressly invited to visit Beijing and other places, attended the national day celebration ceremony, and was received by the President of the Republic, Jiang Zemin, and other leading personages of the nation.

71. The Government of China takes care of the religious life of the minority people, and guarantees both in legislative and in financial terms. Thus, two days after the Panchen Lama passed away, the State Council decided to commemorate this beloved patriotic religious leader by building a soul tower and a temple of worship in his name. For the task, 200 craftsmen were recruited from 18 counties and cities. The State put out 64 million yuan for building costs as well as 614 kilos of gold and 270 kilos of silver for decoration.

Article 6

72. China has written into law provisions against any act which infringes upon the basic rights of minorities or which has any implication of ethnic discrimination. These interdictions have already been mentioned in the four previous periodic reports.

73. Article 2 of the State Compensation Law which came into effect on 1 May 1995 stipulates: "Where a State organ and its personnel have acted unlawfully in the performance of their functions and infringed upon the legitimate rights and interests of a citizen, legal person or organization, thereby causing damage, the victim has the right to claim compensation from the State."

Article 7

74. To encourage solidarity, cooperation and prosperity shared among nationalities, the Government makes a point to honour and award units and individuals who have made special contributions to ethnic harmony. Thus, in October 1994, the State Council for the second time held a ceremony to confer honours on 643 groups and 613 individuals who had been active in promoting inter-ethnic relations.
75. The Government also calls on non-ethnic provinces to provide more assistance to minority areas. As of 1991, there had been more than 5,000 of such community-to-community projects in the pipeline, involving some 18,000 exchanges of skilled personnel of all kinds.

76. Starting from 1983, May of each year has been designated the "ethnic harmony consciousness-raising month" in the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, where total integration between the Hans and other minorities is a reality long taken for granted.

77. As ethnic relations in China consolidate on a footing of equality, unity and mutual assistance, internal voluntary migration of peoples also becomes more fluid. In the last 10 years in the Tibet Autonomous Region, for example, over 1,800 Tibetans have come back to settle, and over 12,000 have come back for family visits.

**Education**

78. The education of minorities is a high priority of the Government, which puts tremendous effort into it. According to the Development Programme for the Children of China in the 1990s, in the present decade, "the main thrust for universal and compulsory primary education and general literacy shall be directed at economically underdeveloped areas and minority areas. ... In these large, sparsely settled areas deficient in transportation, special measures shall be taken to renovate and build complete primary schools and teaching places, and resident primary schools and minority primary schools where necessary. More effort shall be devoted to training minority women teachers."

79. The State Council promulgated on 2 March 1992 a Programme for the Reform and Development of Education in China, in which article 11 stipulates: "Priority shall be placed on supporting the education of minorities. The central as well as the local Governments shall gradually increase their education outlays for minority students. Preferential policies and measures shall be adopted for minority areas with unique difficulties. When the State budgets aid and anti-poverty funding, a certain percentage shall be committed to ethnic education. College and high school graduates who volunteer to work in remote areas shall also receive preferential treatment. Inland provinces and municipalities shall be actively encouraged to give community-to-community assistance to minority areas. Minority areas shall explore ways to adapt their educational system to local conditions."

80. Article 25 of the Guidelines on the Implementation of the Compulsory Education Law of April 1992 stipulates: "National autonomous areas shall carry out compulsory education in accordance with the Compulsory Education Law and other legal provisions. The facilities, structure, pedagogy, curricula and language of instruction to be applied in compulsory education shall be determined by the local autonomy itself in accordance with relevant laws."

81. The rapid development of minority education is one of the proudest achievements of China's nationality policy. By now, 55 minority groups have undergraduates at or graduates from universities. Minority enrolment increases at a faster rate than the national average.
82. Minority education shows the following characteristics:

(a) It is expanding rapidly. Since 1950, 105 higher institutions have been launched in minority areas. There are now 12 institutes for nationalities in the country. Many universities and colleges offer preliminary or special classes for minority students. In 1993, there were 163,224 minority students enrolled in higher institutions;

(b) There are more and more teachers of minority origin. At present, at institutions of all levels, from primary schools to universities, there are altogether over 9 million teachers in the country, 4.3 times the number in 1950. Of these, 726,500 are teachers of minority origin, an increase of 1,021 per cent over 1950;

(c) A great deal more teaching material is now available in minority languages. Ten provinces and autonomous regions in China have publishers editing and translating books into minority languages, publishing each year 1,800 editions of middle and elementary school textbooks, numbering over 50 million copies. Over 6 million students from 23 nationalities are now being taught in 29 different minority languages, mainly in Mongolian, Tibetan, Uighur, Kazak, Korean, Yi and Zhuang;

(d) Minority education is undergoing active reform. In this respect, schools in minority areas receive a great deal of assistance from other areas. Since 1982, over 70 higher institutions have entered into affiliation with sister institutes in Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, Tibet, Yunnan, Guangxi and Qinghai.

83. In recent years, thanks to a many-faceted approach – actively recruiting minority students, retraining teachers, providing guest lecturers, donating equipment and books, exchanging experiences in teaching methods and school administration, etc. – the standard of instruction in remote areas has greatly improved.

84. Advanced education for minorities, fostered by affirmative action from the Government, has also continued to make progress. One outstanding example is the Central University of Nationalities. From the outset, enrolment and books have been free. Students receive subsidized meals, free medical service, and grants-in-aid. Scholarships are awarded to outstanding students. The ratio of minority students at the University, 63.8 per cent at the beginning, has risen to 91.4 per cent. The ratio of minority teachers, too, has gone up from 16 per cent to 23 per cent today.

85. Let us take a tour around the major autonomous regions. In 1995, there were 3,564 institutions of various levels and kinds in the Tibet Autonomous Region, with a total enrolment of 270,000. In addition, in the rest of China, 107 special classes for students of the Tibetan ethnic group are offered in 26 provinces and municipalities, in which another 10,000 students are enrolled. From 1952 to the present, according to government policy, children of pastoral families in Tibet have enjoyed free meals, free uniforms and free boarding when they enter school. As a result, the enrolment rate of school-age children has risen from less than 2 per cent to the present 67 per cent. Illiteracy and semi-illiteracy have decreased from 95 per cent
to 44.43 per cent. In recent years, education has taken up 15 per cent of the regular budget of Tibet, annually increasing by 11 per cent. Input into educational facilities accounts for 10 per cent of the total local investment. Some 518,000 square metres of new schoolrooms have been constructed. Modern techniques such as instruction via satellite have been put into use.

86. In 1994, the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region had 21 higher institutions, 355 intermediate-level professional schools and 8,947 middle and elementary schools, with a total enrolment of 3,041,600 students, of whom 1,978,200 were of minority origin. The respective enrolment figures in universities, high schools, junior middle schools and elementary schools per 10,000 population are all higher than the national average. The Autonomous Region also subsidizes the editing and translation of textbooks for minority primary schools. In 1995, the enrolment rate of school-age minority children attained 96.51 per cent. Of the 188,000 teachers in the Autonomous Region, 105,100 were of minority origin. In addition, since 1989, 55 higher institutions in other parts of China have turned out 5,000 minority graduates from Xinjiang.

87. Minority education has also developed rapidly in the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, where 33.25 per cent of the population consists of the Hui ethnic group. In 1992, Hui students of all levels and categories of schooling accounted for 27.1 per cent of the total enrolment. In the same year, it is interesting to note, 33.6 per cent of the education budget of Ningxia was committed to its southern part where most of the Hui people live.

88. In the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, the school attendance rate of minority children has attained 98 per cent. In the old days, advanced education in Mongolia was nil. By 1993, however, there were 19 higher institutions with an enrolment of 37,000, of whom 8,950 were of minority origin. The 1993 figure was 3.1 times that of 1978, 60.5 times that of 1952. Moreover, the growth of minority enrolment over the last 40 years was consistently higher than the average growth of enrolment for the autonomous region as a whole.

Culture

89. In December 1991, a national working conference was convened on the theme of minority languages. At the conference, the Government reiterated its policy of insisting on equality for all national languages. Of the 55 minority peoples of China, 53 have their own languages, and 21 have their own writing.

90. The Procedure for the Nomination and Designation of Delegates to the Fourth Session of the Seventh National People's Congress adopted on 3 April 1991 provides that nomination ballots shall be printed in Mongolian, Tibetan, Uighur, Kazak, Korean, Yi and Zhuang as well as in Chinese.

91. Article 2, paragraph 2, of the Regulations on the Seals of Societies coming into effect on 18 October 1993 has made this provision: "The seals of societies in national autonomous areas shall have inscriptions in both Chinese and the common local language."
92. Since 1990, cultural activities of the minority peoples have continued to flourish in China. At present, there are 9,699 major cultural bodies in the national autonomous areas, employing a total staff of 56,635. There are 545 professional groups of minority artists, 185 theatres and performance halls, 625 libraries and 7,590 cultural centres.

93. According to the statistics of 1993, China published 87 newspapers in 17 minority languages, with a total circulation of 115,130,000. It also published 173 magazines in 11 minority languages, with a total circulation of 12,910,000.

94. The Nationality Press was founded by the central Government 40 years ago specifically to serve minority readers. By 1993, it had put out over 14,000 publications, amounting to some 215 million copies. These publications are circulated far beyond the minority areas of origin in more than 70 countries and territories all over the world. In addition, there are dozens of nationality presses in the provinces. The Tibetan Press, for example, founded more than 20 years ago, has published some 2,000 titles, the vast majority of which are in Tibetan, with a combined printing of over 50 million copies.

95. Cinema in minority areas is also doing quite well. The 1993 production figure of story films in minority languages was 3,410. In addition, 10,430 films were translated into minority languages. Audience attendance at the 12,736 projection centres in minority areas for that year was 464,865,200.

96. Work continues on the collection and research of traditional medicines of minority peoples. According to 1993 statistics, over 5,000 professional medical personnel of Tibetan, Mongolian, Uighur, Dai and other nationalities treated more than 1 million patients in over 500 ethnic clinics. At the same time, more than 80 books were edited and published, with 400,000 copies in print, on ethnic medicines. The traditional medicine of Tibet, for example, dates back more than 2,000 years. There are now in the Tibet Autonomous Region 10 Tibetan hospitals, 3 pharmaceutical plants, and an academy of Tibetan medicine. Every hospital in Tibet boasts a department of traditional Tibetan medicine, engaging a staff of over 1,700. Over 20 Tibetan medical books, in 10,000 copies, have been published. One Tibetan hospital in Lhasa, occupying over 30,000 square metres, equipped with over 170 beds and over a dozen technical departments, treats 260,000 patients each year.

97. The traditional holidays of minority peoples are preserved and observed. Time is taken off from work and special funds are provided for the festivities. Celebration activities of minority culture of various kinds may be organized. The occasion of the great Muslim feast of Qurban in 1992, jointly celebrated by 60 mosques of Beijing, was particularly memorable.

98. Production of objects for special ethnic usage is an important industry. By 1994, this had expanded to involve 2,300 enterprises with an annual turnover of 500,000 yuan.

99. Archaeology in minority areas is an important scholarly endeavour. Since 1985, numerous archaeological expeditions in Tibet have excavated over 10,000 bone objects and other relics. The resultant research has
confirmed Tibet's history to be 10,000 to 20,000 years older than previously assumed. The discovery of the ancient site at Qugong, Tibet, was particularly exciting and was considered to be one of the 10 most important archaeological events of that year. The Government recently spent 200 million yuan to restore the Bsamyas Monastery and other architectural gems of Tibet. A survey of this heritage was published in four volumes. Tibetan art and artifacts have often been shown abroad in travelling exhibitions.

100. Ancient languages of minorities are also studied. Sponsored by China's Research Association of Old Minority Languages, over 100 books and 700 theses have been published on the research conducted on 30 minority languages.

101. The classification of the classics of minority cultures is a major task. At present, at the provincial level and above, there are 24 institutions involved in this work. Thousands of such classics are being collected and restored in the libraries. Over 1,000 have been published. In Sichuan province alone, 130,000 old Tibetan woodcuts and prints, 12,657 ancient Tibetan texts and 2,125 Tibetan tanka scrolls have been collected and studied. The periodical review Ethnic Classics, with a nation-wide circulation, publishes hundreds of essays on this subject every year.

102. The total collection of Tibetan Vedic texts in the whole country is now about 3 million. They include originals, hand copies and block prints. Over 100 volumes of these texts have been published.

103. Tibet has established a cultural "sample collection" which, from 1986 onwards, has transferred all extant Tibetan music, dance and drama into millions of primary characters and over 3,000 images and 320 hours of recording.

104. Yunnan, being a multi-ethnic province, has also, under the sponsorship of the central Government, committed a vast amount of human, material and financial resources to the collection and research of minority classics. From 1989 to 1994, it collected 4,600 ancient texts in the Yi language and 1,000 books in 6,000 volumes in the Naxi language; translated all 910 volumes of the Book of Tongpa in Naxi (among which notably the Tsomo, an ancient score of images used for dance instruction that is absolutely unique in the world); collected 200 books in 4,000 volumes in the Dai language; and, most exceptionally, the 30 books in 946 verses of the priceless Qing dynasty edition of the Koran in Arabic. At the same time, to save some cultures from extinction, exhaustive research was conducted to collect some 650 oral legends from 16 peoples, such as the Hani, and 12,000 pieces of records were kept about the 25 minorities in the province of Yunnan.

105. Many architectural sites in minority areas have been declared by the Government to be important cultural relics to be protected by the State or the region and restored. One of the major undertakings has been the repairs performed on the Potala Palace, the sacred site of Tibetan Buddhism. Lasting from 1989 until 1994, involving 111 engineering projects and costing 53 million yuan of government money, these repairs were without doubt the most extensive work done on the Potala since its construction in the early Qing dynasty. The leftover money and material were handed over to the administration of the Potala for use in future maintenance.
106. Nor have other cultural and religious edifices been neglected by the Government. Thus, when the 400-year-old Tal Monastery of Tibetan Buddhism was affected by an earthquake, the State Council put out 30 million yuan over time to reinforce its structure. For a second Tibetan Buddhist shrine, the famed Lableng Monastery in the province of Gansu, the Government spent another 10 million yuan to restore it to its former glory.

107. To provide places of worship for minorities has always been a matter of particular concern. In the last 10 years, the central Government of China and the local government of Tibet have earmarked 210 million yuan as a special fund for this purpose, helping to maintain more than 1,400 Buddhist monasteries as well as mosques and Catholic churches.

108. To encourage regular exchanges between peoples, great effort is made to make the beauty of minority cultures accessible to the masses. The Mysterious Treasures of the Snowy Land, a large-scale exhibition of art objects of the Tibetan Autonomous Region organized by the Imperial Palace Museum in 1992, was a huge promotional success which attracted thousands of visitors. Such activities have played a positive role in the cultural study and exchanges between ethnic groups.

109. One way to foster mutual respect is to learn the language of another. For example, in the Dehong, Dai and Jingpo Autonomous District in Yunnan province, four different languages are spoken - Dai, Jingpo, Chinese and Zaiwa. The local television station has taken upon itself to broadcast a programme of lectures in all four languages, on the assumption that if people have to listen to one another, they will have to learn to live in harmony.

110. Every four years, China holds a traditional sports meet of minorities. The fifth game was held in 1995, in which 31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions were represented by athletes from all 55 minority peoples taking part in 146 events of competition and demonstration.

111. Every three years, China holds a book fair to reward the best literary works with a minority theme.

112. Every two years, a "Stallion Cup" is awarded to the best television drama with a minority theme. So far it has been awarded five times. Every four years, a "Flying Dragon Cup" is awarded to the best film with a minority theme. Both these awards attract a great deal of interest from domestic viewers.

113. Minorities are conducting more and more their own independent exchanges with foreign nations. The Association of Foreign Exchanges by China's Minorities was founded in 1991 to encourage this trend towards greater understanding and friendship with different peoples of the world.

114. In the last 10 years, minority performance groups have visited more than 50 countries on 5 continents. The common flourishing of ethnic cultures not only reflects a reality of present-day Chinese society but also the revival of a long historical tradition.
115. With active encouragement from the State, China's minority art and culture have gained popularity both in China and abroad. Take the multi-ethnic Guizhou province for example. In recent years, it has established 22 museums on minority customs - on minority marriage rituals, holiday festivities, traditional architecture, batik and embroidery, etc. With 7,000 minority artistic troupes regularly performing in its cities and rural communities as well as in Latin America, Europe and North America, Guizhou has earned the reputation of being a "new home for song and dance".

116. In the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, a Xinjiang Song and Dance Ensemble has been formed by performers from 13 different ethnic groups to take the music and dances of Xinjiang to 40 countries all over the world. Films on Uighur life have won honours at the Istanbul International Film Festival. Uighur singers have many times thrilled European and American audiences.

117. China's nationalities all enjoy the same freedom to effect exchanges with foreign countries. Minority areas have always opened their doors wide to foreign tourists. In 1992, not counting individual tourists, foreigners who travelled in groups to Tibet broke the 20,000 mark. An Italian tourist received a certificate honouring him as the "20,000th friendly traveller to Tibet of 1992".

118. Tibetan culture under government sponsorship is entering the world arena. In the last 10 years, 300 professional artists from Tibet have performed in more than 50 countries. Traditional art from the Tibet highlands has been exhibited in Japan, the United Kingdom, France and scores of other countries and territories.

119. A Foundation to Assist Development in Tibet was established on 4 April 1992 as a non-profit and non-governmental organization to raise money for construction in Tibet and other Tibetan communities. Ngapoi Ngawang Jigme, Vice-Chairman of the Standing Committee of the Seventh National People's Congress, has been appointed as Chairman of the Board. The Foundation has done much concretely to promote the culture, health care and social welfare of the Tibetan people, thereby earning their praise.